Locate the video that you
wish to use on YouTube.

1.

Click on
the Share
button

The sharing field shown
below will appear.

click on the
Embed
Button

2.
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You will see the following
embed field with a number of
options for you to choose.
when you have
finished adjusting
all the settings
below select and
copy this code

3.

make sure that
"Show Suggested
Videos" is not
selected.

This is to ensure
that irrelevant
video clips are
not shown at the
end of the
youTUbe video

enable privacy
enhanced mode by
selecting this option
select 425 x 340 so that
you can be sure that the
embedded video will suit
your blog post
you can experiment with
larger sizes if you wish

4.

If you have not
already done so
log into your
web site.

The dashboard for your web site
will appear after you have logged in
to your account.

5.

Click on the Posts
link in the sidebar
on the left

If you have not already commenced
writing your post you can begin
now.

6.

Click on the ADD NEW
Button or link to
begin writing a new post
so that you can paste
the embed video code

7.
In order to paste the
embed video code into your
blog post you must select
the HTML Tab

paste the embed code at the
point or space where you wish the
video to appear in your blog post

Have you finished writing
your blog post?
when you have finished
writing your blog post
and pasting in the
embed video code click
on the publish button

8.

did you
remember to
add some
categories and
tags? ^_^

9.

once the post has been
published click on the
view post link to review
your post

The published post will
appear in your browser.

10.

Many online sites
allow you to simply
copy and paste the web
address or URL of the
youtube video however this
method does not allow
you to ensure that
suggested videos are
not shown at the end
of the clip.

